
The Buddha and the Bodhi Tree





What was this “yearning” to cross over 
to other side of the road?

To be with the wolf...



Gautama’s Enlightenment



“paticca sammupāda”

Dependent co-arising





“Mitakuye Oyasin”

All my relations





What happened under the Bodhi Tree?











First, Gautama experienced dependent co-arising



Then, he “awakened” to what this actually meant



The tree had been “awake” all along



Now, so was he





What does deep nature connection do?

• Helps us to rememember our original instructions

• T0 experience “no-seperate-solid-permanent-self”

• To experience “paticca sammupāda”

• To experience “Mitaque Oyasin”

• To experience interdependence and inter-beingness

• To remember who we really are



Returning to sacred Ground Meditation
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Returning to Sacred Ground Meditation 
 
Begin by making yourself comfortable… 
And let your awareness descend into the body, right down to the ground… 
Bring your awareness to the sensations of firmness and solidity… 
With a quiet mind, an attentive mind, simply be present within the body as you allow your 
awareness to rise up and fill the whole space of the body from the tips of your toes right up 
to the top of the head… 
And, as you’re mindfully present throughout the body, set it at ease… 
Notice any areas of tension, such as the shoulders, the base of the neck, and attend to these 
areas as you breathe in… and as you breathe out soften, release… 
Soften the muscles of the face… soften the eyes… 
Allow your body to settle in a posture of ease, of comfort and relaxation… 
Let your body be still apart from the gentle movement of your breath… 
 
Now, as you continue in the rhythm of your breathing, I invite you to remember a place 
in nature that is special to you . . .  
Somewhere you love to go…   
A place where you love to be . . .  
A place where you feel safe . . .   
A place where you feel free to be yourself . . .   
In your mind’s eye, imagine yourself arriving at this place… 
And as you arrive, slow down, look around; begin to take in the detail…  
Notice the quality of the light, the colors, any movement or other detail that catches your 
eye, let this sink-in, fully dilated, just notice… receiving whatever is there . . .   
You are here now!    
You have arrived in this place you love, this place you love to be in. . . 
Now, pause… stand still… imagine closing your eyes and bring all your attention to your 
hearing…  
Notice whatever sounds there are . . . allow them to be as they are… receive them, drink 
them in… 
When you are ready, imagine opening your eyes once again and looking around… 
Notice a spot where you could easily and comfortably sit or lie…  
Now, if you would like to, gently let yourself down onto the ground… 
You are sitting or lying now, in full contact with the ground, with the palms of your hands 
face down. . .   
Closing your eyes, bring all your awareness to the sensations of contact between your skin 
and the ground. . .  
With each exhale, let the weight of your body drop with gravity into this contact with the 
ground. . .  
Notice the temperature, the texture, the moisture or dryness; you may even need to move 
your palms a little to get an even better sense of this. . .   
If you are sitting, notice the contact between your feet and the ground, your seat and the 
ground . . .  
If you are lying, notice the sensations of contact between your feet, your legs, your pelvis, 
your back, your shoulders, arms, the back of your neck, your head and the ground of this 
place . . . 
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Notice how the firmness and solidity of the ground… knowing this ground is holding you… 
this ancient ground is holding you… 
With each exhale, let yourself go to the ground of this place…  
And relax, relax deeply…  
With every outbreath relax more and more deeply, physically, surrendering your muscles to 
gravity…  
With every outbreath simply release the breath, effortlessly… 
 
THE KEY IS THE OUTBREATH… 
 
Utterly relax and continue to relax and let go, all the way through the outbreath, still 
releasing, and releasing more, and continuing to release and let go, continuing to release and 
let go even beyond the end of the outbreath while the next breath flows in effortlessly, like a 
wave washing up onshore…  
Whether the in-breath is long or short, deep or shallow, fast or slow, simply allow it to flow 
in, without pulling the breath in…  
Inhale as effortlessly as you breathe out, just letting the body breathe…  
Letting the body breathe…  
Letting the body find its own rhythm… letting the body breathe…  effortlessly and without 
constraint…  
With each exhale, continuing to let go,  to let go,  to let go, while letting the body breathe, 
letting the body breathe, letting the body breathe… 
With each exhale, continuing to let go, let go, let go, while letting the ground breathe, letting 
the ground breathe, letting the ground breathe… 
With each exhale, continuing to let go, let go, let go, while letting the Earth breathe, letting 
the Earth breathe, letting the Earth breathe… 
 
SILENCE… 
 
Now I invite you to prepare to leave this place, knowing you can return here anytime you 
choose, knowing that this ancient ground is always there… 
Now, gently bring your attention back to the sensations of contact between your body and 
the chair, the bed, the floor… 
And notice the sounds around you… 
When you are ready, open your eyes… 
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exercise

• Sign out of Webex meeting

• Sign into Skype with your skype partner

• Take 20 minutes each to lead one another in 
“Returning to sacred Ground” meditation

• Sign back in to webex through email link

N.B.  If anyone does not have a Skype partner 

You are welcome to stay logged in to the Webex.   



Returning to sacred Ground Meditation



Monthly Assingment

• Continue Daily meditation practice (MOB, 
Breathing through Heart, Returning to 
Sacred Ground NB. MP3 Download)

• Daily Sit Spot practice (bird Language)

• Journal about of your experience

• (perhaps share with your Skype Buddy)



Bird Language

• Go to your sit spot using “the routine of invisibility”

• Honor the place on arrival

• Listen for the quietest sound in the 7 directions
• Find a place to sit and begin to tune in

• Firstly with yourself – mind, body, heart

• Then to the tapestry of sounds and silence

• Notice the birdsong

• Receive the birdsong
• Notice “baseline” behavior

• Notice ”alarm” behavior

• Honor the place on leaving




